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28 January 2015
Garant: federal legislation monitoring
http://www.garant.ru/hotlaw/federal/603948/

Introduction of changes to the FEACN of EAEU regarding
precious and semi-precious stones
In accordance with Decision of the Board of the Eurasian Economic
Commission No. 4 of 27 January 2015, changes regarding precious and
semi-precious stones are being brought into the FEACN of EAEU,
particularly in the sub-sections on extracted jade. The customs duty on
diammonium hydrogen phosphate (diammonium phosphate) has also been
reduced from 8.3% to 6.5% of the customs value. The decision will come in
to force 30 calendar days from the date of its official publication.

http://www.garant.ru/hotlaw/federal/603861/

Plan to carry out urgent measures to encourage
sustainable economic growth and social stability
A plan to carry out urgent measures to encourage sustainable economic
growth and social stability in 2015 has been affirmed by Directive of the RF
Government No. 98-r of 27 January 2015.

28 January 2015
Kommersant
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/2655332

Banks disclose information about the level of financial
leverage
It is reported that revisions have been released on the official website of the
Central Bank of Russia, which oblige banks to disclose information about the
level of financial leverage, beginning from the submission of accounts on 1
June 2015.
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28 January 2015
Rossiskaya gazeta
http://www.rg.ru/2015/01/28/fns-dok.html

Change in the order of submission of information about the
personal incomes to the tax authorities
Federal Tax Service Order No. MMV-7-11/617@ of 8 December 2014 “On
the introduction of changes in the order of submission of information to the
tax authorities about personal incomes and reports about the impossibility of
withholding tax and about the amount of personal income tax, as sanctioned
by Federal Tax Service Order No. MMV-7-35/576@ of 16 September 2011,”
has been officially published.
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